MANCHESTER FIRE DEPARTMENT
23rd ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
SATURDAY August 15th, 2015 SHOW STARTS AT 4:00 p.m.
U.S. 52 TO State Route 136 left on Browns Hill Road Manchester, Ohio.
Affiliations: KY-HIO, KWA, SSHK, O-KSWPHA, OKWPHA.

**If 3 horses or less, payback starts at 2nd place**

1. SSH Model
2. Stick Horse
3. Lead Line
4. Country Pleasure 4 & under
5. Flat Shod Racking
6. SSH Traditional Trail 4 & under
7. Country Pleasure, Rider 50 & over
8. SSH Country Trail Pleasure (No Headshake)
9. SSH Trail Pleasure, Rider 11 & under
10. SSH Trail Pleasure 4 & under
11. Juvenile Country Pleasure, Rider 17 & under
12. Trail Pleasure, Rider 17 & under
13. SSH Men's Trail Pleasure
14. Open Pleasure, Rider 11 & under
15. SSH Amateur Traditional Trail Pleasure

********15 Minute Break********

16. Country Pleasure, 11 & under
17. Ladies Country Pleasure
18. SSH Lite Shod
19. Amateur Trail Pleasure Specialty
20. SSH Ladies Trail Pleasure
21. Amateur Country Pleasure
22. Men's Country Pleasure
23. Amateur Walking Horse Specialty
24. Ladies Trail Pleasure Specialty
25. SSH Traditional Trail Pleasure
26. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod
27. Amateur Plantation Pleasure Specialty
28. SSH Trail Pleasure, Rider 17 & under
29. Open Pleasure Championship

Stick Horse & Lead Line $1.00
Entry Fees: $15.00 all line classes, Payback: $30, $20, $15, $10
Champion Classes Entry Fee: $25.00. Payback: $60, $40, $30, $20

**The Manchester Fire Department is not responsible for Accidents, lost or stolen Property**
For more information call: 937-779-1843 or 740-935-6768